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Abstract 19
The fitness effects of cell-to-cell variation (noise) in gene expression have proven difficult 20 to quantify, in part due to the mechanistic coupling of noise to mean expression. To 21 independently evaluate the effects of changes in expression mean and noise we 22 determined the fitness landscapes in mean-noise expression space for 33 native genes 23 in yeast. The landscapes can be decomposed into two principal components, or 24
topologies. The first being the fitness defects due to protein shortage; the second fitness 25 defects due to protein surplus. For most genes, the fitness impact of sustained (mean) 26 and short-lived (noise) deviations away from the expression optimum are linked and of 27 similar magnitude. Sensitivity to both protein shortage and surplus creates a fitness 28 landscape in which an 'epistatic ratchet' uncouples the evolution of noise from mean 29 expression, thus promoting noise minimization. These results demonstrate that noise is 30 detrimental for many genes and reveal non-trivial consequences of mean-noise-fitness 31 topologies for the evolution of gene expression systems. 32 33 Introduction 45 The mapping between genotype and phenotype determines how genetic variation affects 46 phenotypes and how in turn genotypes evolve under natural selection. An important 47 molecular phenotype for each gene is its expression level ( Figure 1A ). The production of 48 proteins is tightly controlled at multiple regulatory levels. Protein levels do, however, show 49 considerable variation, not only across genotypes and environments, but also among 50 isogenic cells within the same environment and even in the same cell over time (Elowitz 51 et al., 2002; Ozbudak et al., 2002) . This non-genetic variation in protein production results 52 from the stochasticity of chemical reactions as well as from the variable levels of regulators 53 (Blake et al., 2003; Paulsson, 2004 ; Thattai and van Oudenaarden, 2001) . 54
For any single environment and genotype, protein abundance in single cells therefore 55 follows an expression distribution that is commonly characterized by its average ('mean') 56 and its width ('noise'). Understanding how these two properties impact fitness is important 57 for understanding how regulation can evolve ( Figure 1B) . 58 However, the mean and noise of the expression distribution are not independent 59 quantities, but are instead mechanistically coupled by the protein production process. In 60 particular, switching between transcriptional permissive and prohibitive states leads to 61 proteins being produced in bursts. While the size of bursts (the rates mRNAs and proteins 62 are produced at when in the permissive state and how quickly genes revert back to a 63 transcriptionally prohibitive state) only affects mean protein abundances, the frequency of 64 bursts affects mean protein abundances and noise in an inversely proportional manner 65 (Hornung et of mean protein abundance from optimal levels can be detrimental to organismal fitness. 74
The fitness effects of noise are, however, less well explored. The consequences of 75 changes in noise will depend on two factors (Duveau et al., 2018 ; Tanase-Nicola and ten 76
Wolde, 2008): whether deviations from optimal protein abundances in a gene are 77 detrimental to fitness and how close the mean protein abundance is to the optimal level. 78
If mean protein abundance is far from the optimal level high noise can be beneficial, 79 allowing some cells to transiently express more optimal protein abundances (Duveau et 80 al., 2018) . In fluctuating environments, high expression noise may therefore be a 'bet-81
hedging' strategy to diversify phenotypes ( If mean protein abundance is, however, close to its optimum, as is presumably the case 84 for many genes in a constant environment (Keren et al., 2016) , then high noise is 85 detrimental because fluctuations result in sub-optimal protein abundance. The observed 86 low noise levels of many dosage-sensitive genes in yeast provides circumstantial 87 evidence that noise is detrimental and has been selected against ( has recently demonstrated that yeast strains in which the TDH3 gene, for which non-93 optimal abundances are detrimental to yeast fitness (Duveau et al., 2017) , is driven by 94 high noise promoters are less fit (Duveau et al., 2018) . Consequently, noise-increasing 95 mutations in its endogenous promoter have been found to be under purifying selection 96 (Metzger et al., 2015) . 97
Whether these results generalize to other genes is, however, unclear. Importantly, we still 98 lack quantitative experimental data on the fitness effects of changes in noise and their 99 interaction with the effects of changes in mean ( Figure 1B ). Therefore, how these two 100 expression phenotypes might co-evolve, especially given their mechanistic couplings by 101 the transcriptional process, is still an open question ( Figure 1C ). 102
Here we reconstruct fitness landscapes in mean-noise expression space for 33 genes in 103 yeast using published fitness data of yeast strains in which genes are driven by a library 104 of synthetic promoters (Keren et al., 2016; Sharon et al., 2014) (Figure 2A -C). These 105 continuous landscapes allow for a comprehensive, quantitative assessment of both the 106 independent as well as interdependent fitness effects of noise and mean expression. 107
Principal component analysis of mean-noise-fitness landscapes reveals that all 108 landscapes can be mapped back to just two principal landscape topologies, representing 109 a gene's sensitivity to protein shortage, and to surplus. These two principal topologies link 110 the fitness effects of mean deviations and noise and thus determine how intolerant a gene 111 is to high expression noise. Overall, half of the assayed genes are noise intolerant with 112 evidence that high noise has been selected against during evolution. We further use the 113 expression-fitness landscapes to explore how mean and noise can evolve, given their 114 mechanistic coupling imposed by the transcriptional process. We find that on landscapes 115
of genes sensitive to both protein shortage and surplus a specific topology, the noise 116 funnel, uncouples the evolution of noise from mean via an epistatic ratchet-like 117 mechanism, and therefore allows for the independent minimization of noise levels. 118
Together, our analyses reveal the quantitative fitness effects of expression noise and their 119 relation to mean expression and how the evolution of gene expression is shaped by 120 phenotypic restrictions and expression-fitness landscape topology. 121 
Results

140
Reconstruction of empirical fitness landscapes in expression mean-noise space
141
We obtained data on the fitness of yeast strains where in each strain one of a panel of 142 genes is driven by one of a panel of 120 synthetic promoters (Keren et al., 2016) . Here, 143
in one set of experiments, the library of 120 synthetic promoters was cloned upstream of 144
each of 85 open reading frames, replacing the endogenous promoter ( Figure 2A ). All 145 constructed strains were pooled and their fitness was measured in competitive growth 146 experiments. In a second set of experiments, the synthetic promoters as well as the 147 endogenous promoters of all investigated genes were cloned in front of YFP in the HIS3 148 locus and flow cytometry was used to determine their relative average expression strength 149
( Figure 2B ). Together, this allowed the authors to analyze the fitness effects of mean 150 expression changes relative to the wild-type expression of genes. In addition to this 151 dataset, we also obtained data from an earlier study from the same group of authors that 152 measured both mean and cell-to-cell variation (noise, coefficient of variation, standard 153 deviation/mean) in expression of the same synthetic promoters driving YFP on a plasmid 154 ( Figure 2C ) (Sharon et al., 2014) . 155
While the absolute expression strength and noise of a particular promoter can depend on 156 its genomic location, for the following analyses we make the assumption that the relative 157 expression strength and noise levels between promoters is independent of the genomic 158 location. The validity of this assumption is supported by the literature (Chen and Zhang,  159 2016; Schikora-Tamarit et al., 2018) as well as by the high correlation of mean expression 160 strengths when the synthetic promoters are driving YFP from a plasmid or the HIS3 locus 161 (R 2 = 0.93, R 2 = 0.99 after exclusion of 11 outliers, see that span an expression range of ~16-fold and a noise range of ~4-fold, as assessed by 168 the coefficient of variation ( Figure 2D ). 169
To systematically study the fitness effects of varying both mean and noise around wild-170 type expression levels we restricted our analyses to the 33 genes with wild-type 171 expression levels in the centre of the well-populated mean-noise space (Figure 2 - figure  172 supplement 1D, see Discussion for consideration of effects away from wild-type levels). 173
These genes represent a wide range of cellular functions, such as transcription factors, 174
RNA polymerase, proteasome, cytoskeleton, trafficking and metabolism. 175
We started our analysis by examining the fitness of gene-promoter strains in the 176 expression mean-noise space ( Figure 2D ). For some genes, like the topoisomerase I 177 TOP1, all strains across the mean-noise space have approximately wild-type fitness. In 178 contrast, for the 26S proteasome subunit RPN8 strains with low expression/high noise 179
promoters tend to have low fitness. In addition to low fitness at low expression/high noise, 180
for the beta-tubulin TUB2 also strains with high expression/high noise promoters display 181 lowered fitness. 182
We sought a systematic way to investigate how mean and noise impact fitness, both 183 together and independently. We reasoned that for each gene there exists a continuous 184 fitness landscape in the mean-noise expression space. This landscape has been 185 experimentally sampled by the different synthetic promoter strains. 186
To reconstruct a smooth, continuous fitness landscape for each gene we calculated 187 fitness values on a regular grid across the mean-noise space using a Gaussian smoothing 188 approach. For each point on the gird a fitness value was calculated as the weighted sum 189 of all measured fitness values for that gene. Weights were calculated according to a 190 bivariate normal kernel ( Figure 2E ), centred on the grid-point and with gene-independent 191 scaling parameters in mean and noise direction optimized to minimize the root mean 192 squared error between the smoothed fitness landscapes and the raw data (estimated 193 using ten-fold cross-validation). The weighting of each synthetic promoter strain was 194 further modified by the measurement error of its mean expression, noise and fitness 195 values (see Methods for full details). 196
The reconstructed mean-noise fitness landscapes reveal that for TOP1 there is essentially 197 no systematic effect of mean expression or expression noise on fitness ( Figure 2F Common to both principal topologies are their intolerance for high expression noise 259 ( Figure 4F ). Moreover, both topologies show a monotonically saturating relationship 260 between fitness and protein abundance, they do however differ in the directionality of this 261 relationship ( Figure 4G ). 262
The first principal topology exhibits high fitness if mean expression is at or above wild-263 type mean expression and if expression noise is low ( Figure 4D ). Fitness drops, however, 264
for both lower than wild-type mean expression and higher noise. The first principal 265 topology therefore represents the fitness consequences of protein shortage. 266
In contrast, the second principal topology has high fitness at or below wild-type mean 267 expression and at low expression noise, but lower fitness at high mean expression or high 268 noise ( Figure 4B ); it therefore represents the fitness consequences of protein surplus. somewhat weaker peaked patterns. While eight of these genes are essential for growth, 283 none of these genes has previously been found to be sensitive to overexpression, 284
suggesting that the patterns observed here might be subtler than those that can be 285
detected On the opposite end of the scale, one gene, RAP1, shows a significant negative loading 288
for topology 2 that is as large as its positive loading for topology 1. The result is a 289 landscape that shows a continuous increase in fitness with higher protein expression and 290 no intolerance of expression noise at all ( Figure 4E ). RAP1 is known to have varied 291 transcriptional effects on many yeast genes (Lieb et al., 2001) , including the activation of 292 both ribosomal proteins and glycolytic enzymes (Brindle et al., 1990 ; Shore and Nasmyth, 293 1987), and we hypothesize that its mild overexpression in the specific glucose-rich growth 294 conditions might thus lead to increases in growth rate, even though strong overexpression 295 of RAP1 is toxic (Freeman et al., 1995; Sopko et al., 2006) . It is unclear, however, why 296 RAP1 might be completely insensitive to varying expression noise levels. 297
In summary, two principal topologies in mean-noise expression space -representing the 298 elemental response to having too few or too many proteins -explain nearly all variability 299 in the reconstructed fitness landscapes. This suggests a hard-wired quantitative 300 relationship between how fitness is affected by short-term (noise) and sustained (mean) 301 deviations from optimal protein abundance. We next statistically quantified the effects of mean and noise on fitness and their 316 relationship across fitness landscapes. We calculated for each gene the effect of mean 317 expression changes on fitness, its expression sensitivity, as the average curvature of the 318 mean expression-fitness function close to wild-type mean expression at minimal 319 expression noise levels (log 2 (CV) = -3) ( Figure 5A ) (Keren et al., 2016) . Additionally, we 320 quantified for each gene the fitness effect of expression noise, its noise intolerance, as 321 the maximal negative slope of the noise-fitness function at wild-type mean expression 322 ( Figure 5B ). Notably, assessment of noise intolerance is robust to the exact metric chosen 323
( Figure 5 -figure supplement 1A) . 324 Two thirds of the assayed genes (22 out of 33) are significantly expression sensitive (at 325 false discovery rate (FDR) < 10%, estimated using randomized controls), i.e. for these 326 genes deviations from wild-type mean expression leads to measurably reduced fitness 327 ( Figure 5C ). Consistently, expression sensitivity estimated from fitness landscapes is 328 highly predictive of known dosage sensitivities assessed from large-scale deletion or 329 overexpression screens ( Figure 5 -figure supplement 1B) . 330 Moreover, half of all genes (16 out of 33) are significantly noise intolerant (at FDR < 10%, 331 estimated using randomized controls), i.e. for these genes higher noise at wild-type 332 expression levels leads to reduced fitness. These results are therefore rare direct 333 evidence based on experimental data that high expression noise, i.e. short-lived 334 expression fluctuations away from optimal wild-type expression, does impact organismal 335 fitness for many genes in yeast. across genes (Pearson correlation coefficient R = 0.62). Importantly, this correlation does 340 not arise from how we have reconstructed fitness landscapes (p = 0.026 in comparison to 341 10 4 sets of random landscapes, Figure 5C ). Genes that are sensitive to changes in mean 342 expression levels thus also tend to be more intolerant to high gene expression noise. 343 Moreover, we find that in a linear model to predict noise intolerance from the two principal 348 topologies, both topologies contribute with nearly equal weights to explain a maximum of 349 78% of the variance in noise intolerance ( Figure 5D , weights and standard error: 0.014 ± 350 0.002 and 0.012 ± 0.002 for first and second topology, respectively); suggesting that 351 sensitivity to both too few as well as too many proteins contributes to intolerance of 352 fluctuations in protein abundances. 353 fitness landscape relates to its measured in vivo protein expression noise in multiple 359 published datasets ( Figure 5E ). Noise intolerance is indeed negatively correlated with the 360 endogenous protein noise level of genes in three different large-scale datasets (Spearman and three sets of endogenous noise measurements (n: number of genes with available 396 noise measurements). P-value given is the aggregated p-value from Fisher's method 397 across all three datasets. 398
399
Fitness is similarly sensitive to changes in mean expression and noise 400 We next sought a more detailed view of how fitness reacts to changes in noise and mean 401 expression across the landscapes, in order to explore how gene expression systems 402 might evolve. Across three stereotypical landscapes (the two principal topologies and their 403 combination, the 'peaked' landscape) we calculated the fitness slopes in noise and mean 404 directions on various points on the landscapes. The resulting vectors indicate the 405 sensitivity of fitness to changes in noise or mean expression and generally point in the 406 direction of the fitness peak on the landscapes ( Figure 6A ). 407
We first analysed the impact of noise and mean changes on fitness dependent on the 408 absolute fitness at a location on the landscapes. We find that the magnitude of slopes 409 depends on the absolute fitness at locations on the landscape ( Figure 6B ). That is, 410 changes in mean and noise have smaller impacts on fitness if fitness is already high, 411
which is consistent with the saturating relationships between fitness and both mean 412 expression and noise observed (see Figures 4F and G) . 413
Moreover, the absolute impacts of changes in mean or noise on fitness at any point on 414
the stereotypical landscapes landscape are correlated and of similar magnitude ( Figure  415 6B), suggesting that reducing expression noise is as important as optimising mean 416 expression in order to maximize organismal fitness. To test whether this also applies to 417 individual gene landscapes, we compared fitness sensitivities to changes in mean and 418 noise on each grid-point across all individual landscapes. Indeed, on average, the impact 419 of changes in mean or noise on fitness are similar across all landscapes ( Figure 6C ). 420 421 Differential fitness sensitivity to changes in mean expression and noise creates 422 contingency on fitness landscapes 423 Next, we examined how the sensitivities to changes in mean and noise are related across 424 points on the landscape that have similar fitness, in order to understand whether evolution 425 on fitness landscapes is contingent. When comparing sensitivity along such equi-fitness 426 contour lines, we find that sensitivities to changes in mean or noise tend to be anti-427 correlated ( Figure 6B ). 428
On one hand, fitness is more sensitive to changes in mean expression when expression 429 noise is low (and fitness therefore insensitive to changes in noise). Therefore, changes in 430 mean expression are more likely to be selected for or against if a gene has low expression 431 noise. 432
On the other hand, fitness is most sensitive to changes in noise on the highest noise 433 locations of equi-fitness lines. This is most apparent on peaked expression-fitness 434 landscapes (PT1+PT2), where these noise maxima of equi-fitness lines coincide with 435 mean expression being optimal and therefore fitness is insensitive to changes in mean To explore whether the transcriptional process restricts evolutionary trajectories in mean-483 noise space we simulated stochastic walks on the expression landscapes in which only 484 steps in the directions brought about by promoter mutations are permitted. Here, the next 485 step is probabilistically chosen based on the sensitivities of fitness towards any of the four 486 possible steps (increases or decreases in burst frequency or burst size; step size is always 487 0.05 log units in mean direction, 0.025 log units in noise direction if changing burst 488 frequency). For simplicity, we assume that mutations affecting burst frequency are as 489 likely to occur as mutations affecting burst size (see Discussion for outcomes of alternative 490 scenarios). 491
On both principal topologies, we find that the coupling of noise and mean by the 492 transcriptional process restricts the evolution of noise levels. On principal topology 1 493 (sensitivity to protein shortage) genes evolve towards higher mean expression levels and 494 lower noise levels. The final noise minimum, however, strongly depends on the noise level 495 of the starting point, as noise cannot be further reduced than what is maximally achieved 496 by always selection for frequency increasing over size increasing mutations (Figure 7 -497 figure supplement 1A). On principal topology 2 (sensitivity to protein surplus) genes evolve 498 towards lower mean expression. Expression noise, however, does at best stay constant 499
(if size altering mutations are selected for) or increases (if frequency altering mutations 500 are selected for), thus moving away from optimally low gene expression noise (Figure 7 -501 figure supplement 1B). This suggests that, when genes evolve on monotonic, saturating 502 fitness landscapes, the evolution of gene expression noise is fundamentally limited by its 503 coupling to mean expression changes. 504
In contrast to the principal topologies, evolutionary trajectories on peaked landscapes 505 exhibit a bi-phasic behaviour ( Figure 7B ). These trajectories are characterized by a first 506 phase of evolution towards optimal mean expression (potentially with coupled changes in 507 expression noise) and a second phase of evolution towards lower expression noise, 508
during which mean expression levels hardly change. Strikingly, independent of the starting 509 point of the simulations, this second phase occurs in a well-defined, narrow region of the 510 landscape ( Figure 7B ). 511
We find that this region, which we term the "noise funnel", is created by a misalignment of 512 the regions where burst frequency and burst size altering mutations are beneficial or 513 detrimental (determined by the points at which equi-fitness lines are tangential to the 514 mutational vectors, Figure 7C ). Specifically, here, mutations that increase burst frequency 515 and mutations that decrease burst size are beneficial, the combination of which results in 516 lowered expression noise but unaltered mean expression ( Figure 7D ). Consistently, 517 evolution towards lower expression noise in the noise funnel proceeds via alternating 518 steps of increased burst frequency and decreased burst size mutations. 519
Moreover, evolution towards lower expression noise is accelerated by the epistatic 520
interactions -the non-independence of fitness outcomes -between the two opposing 521 mutations. In particular, a mutation of one type renders a consecutive mutation of the 522 same type less beneficial ( Figure 7D ), i.e. consecutive mutations of the same type are 523 negative epistatic due to the saturating relationship between fitness and both mean 524 expression and noise (see Figures 4F,G and 6B ). The first mutation does, however, render 525 the opposing mutation more beneficial, i.e. their combination is positive epistatic (Figure  526 7D). The noise funnel therefore acts like an "epistatic ratchet" that uncouples the evolution 527 of noise from mean expression and accelerates the independent minimization of 528 expression noise levels via the genetic interactions of burst size and frequency modulating 529 mutations. 530 Here we have reconstructed empirical expression-fitness landscapes that allowed us to 568 systematically investigate the quantitative effects of two molecular phenotypes, mean 569 expression and noise, on organismal fitness in yeast. 570
Across 33 reconstructed landscapes nearly all variance of fitness levels is described by 571 linear combinations of only two principal topologies, which represent the fitness effects of 572 having to too few or too many proteins. These two principal topologies imply that there 573 exist fundamental functional relationships between protein shortage or surplus and 574 organismal fitness that apply to most genes; and that genes only differ in the magnitude 575 of these relationships. 576
It has been a long-held assumption that genes that are sensitive to sustained depletion or 577
over Our analyses of how fitness varies across continuous mean-noise fitness landscapes 584 overcomes this limitation, allowing the effects of changes in noise or mean to be examined 585 in isolation as well as in context of each other. This revealed that the more sensitive yeast 586 genes are to changes in their mean abundances the more intolerant are they of high 587 expression noise. Noise intolerance derived from the landscapes predicted endogenous 588 protein expression noise better than did expression-sensitivity, thus suggesting that high 589 expression noise is specifically selected against where it is detrimental to organismal 590 fitness. Moreover, expression fitness landscapes revealed that noise intolerance arises 591 from sensitivities to too few as well as too many proteins and that the fitness impact of 592 non-optimal noise levels is as severe as that of non-optimal mean expression levels. 593
Our study therefore contributes quantitative empirical evidence for the theory that not only 594 average abundance levels but also short-lived stochastic fluctuations are subject to 595 natural selection in many genes due to their impact on organismal fitness. 596
Our analysis of expression-fitness landscapes was focused on an eight-fold range around 597 wild-type expression levels, which allowed us to reveal systematic fitness effects across 598 many genes. The fitness effects of expression noise are, however, expected to depend 599 on the discrepancy between the actual and optimal average expression levels (Tanase-600 Nicola and ten Wolde, 2008). Especially, high expression noise should become beneficial 601 when average expression is far away from optimum, as this would allow few cells to 602 transiently express more optimal protein abundances, therefore increasing overall 603 population growth rate, and this has recently been demonstrated for the TDH3 gene in 604 yeast (Duveau et al., 2018) . Indeed, when examining expression fitness landscapes 605 initially excluded from our analyses (due to wild-type expression levels outside of the 606 investigated mean expression range), we find examples of this transition in noise-fitness 607 effects. For the two highly expressed genes ENO2 and RPL3, high expression noise turns 608 from being detrimental when mean expression is close to wild-type levels to beneficial 609 when mean expression drops far below wild-type expression levels (Figure 7 -figure  610 supplement 2). The fitness at low mean expression and high noise is, however, much 611 lower than fitness at more optimal mean expression and low noise. This shows that, while 612
high noise can improve fitness if expression is far from its optimum, it is by no means a 613 substitute for optimally tuned expression levels (Wolf et al., 2015) . 614
We have further used the concept of expression fitness landscapes to study evolutionary 615 scenarios for gene expression. The expression fitness landscapes revealed that low noise 616 levels should accelerate the evolution of optimal mean expression levels. Therefore, when 617 expression is close to its optimum, low noise not only maximizes fitness but can also 618 enhance evolvability (Lehner, 2008; Peterson et al., 2009 ). 619
In contrast, selection pressure on expression noise is strongest when mean expression 620 levels are optimal, especially when genes are sensitive to both protein shortage and 621 surplus ('peaked' landscapes). Notably, this is consistent with findings for the TDH3 gene 622
in yeast -which has a 'peaked' fitness profile (Duveau et al., 2017) -, where noise-623 increasing but not mean-altering mutations are under purifying selection (Metzger et al., 624 2015) . 625
However, how can noise levels evolve if mean expression is already optimal, given that 626 due to protein production constraints noise can only change in concert with mean 627 expression? Investigation of evolutionary scenarios explicitly accounting for these 628 phenotypic constraints revealed that combined sensitivities to protein shortage and 629 surplus create a narrow landscape region -the noise funnel -in which the evolution of 630 noise is uncoupled from mean expression. The noise funnel is the consequence of a 631 disagreement in the signs of fitness effects of burst size and burst frequency modulating 632 mutations. The independent evolution of low noise levels is further promoted by an 633 epistatic ratchet mechanisms in which the combination of both mutation types are positive 634 epistatic but two consecutive mutations of the same type are negatively epistatic. 635
We performed these evolutionary simulations under the simplifying assumption that burst 636 size and burst frequency mutations are equally likely to occur. Typically, mutations that 637 change burst frequency are, however, much more likely to occur in promoter regions than 638 mutations affecting burst size (Hornung et al., 2012) . Consistent with the ratchet-like 639 epistatic interplay of both mutations types in the noise funnel, we find that an equal 640 likelihood for both types of mutations to occur is key to rapid reduction of expression noise 641 within the noise funnel ( Figure 7E ). Evolution of minimal gene expression noise would 642 therefore be hampered if burst size could only change via mutations in the promoter. 643
Changes in post-transcriptional processes, however, also affect the size of expression 644
bursts (Pedraza and Paulsson, 2008) , thus enlarging the mutational target space for burst 645 size changing mutations and potentially accelerating the evolutionary minimization of 646 expression noise level. The vast expansion of post-transcriptional repressive regulators 647 in higher eukaryotes, such as microRNAs, could therefore facilitate the reduction of gene 648 expression noise across distinct cellular states (Bartel and Chen, 2004; Peterson et al., 649 2009; Schmiedel et al., 2015) . Consistently, human dosage-sensitive genes are highly 650 enriched for microRNA binding sites (Schmiedel et al., 2017) . 651
Together, this shows that in order to understand the evolution of gene expression both 652 the constraints imposed by the underlying molecular mechanisms as well as the mapping 653 between expression distributions and organismal fitness have to be considered. 654
Moreover, our analysis makes the testable prediction that for 'peaked' genes, regulatory 655 elements with opposing influences on burst size and burst frequencies should co-evolve 656 in order to minimize expression noise. transform the plasmid-derived data in order to make the two studies comparable. 11 of 687 120 promoters that showed a log 2 -derivation of more than 0.5 between mean expression 688 estimates in both studies were discarded (Figure 2 -figure supplement 1A) . Another 6 689 promoters that had a median fitness error estimate over all promoter-gene combinations 690 greater than 0.1 were discarded (Figure 2 -figure supplement 1B) . Finally, to restrict our 691 analysis to a sufficiently homogenously populated core region in the mean-noise space, 692 24 promoters with mean expression below 2 or above 6 log 2 -expression units were 693 discarded ( Figure 2 -figure supplement 1C ). Because our subsequent analyses are 694 focused on the fitness effects around the wild-type expression of genes, only those 33 of 695 85 genes that have an estimated mean expression output of their wild-type promoters that 696 lies in the centre of the analysed expression range (between 3 and 5 log 2 -expression 697 units) were considered (Figure 2 -figure supplement 1D) . Additionally, for the 698 transcription factors ABF1, MIG1 and RAP1 several promoter-gene pairs (3, 5 and 2, 699 respectively) were discarded from our analysis because the promoters contain predicted 700 binding motifs for these genes. To reconstruct a smooth, continuous fitness landscape for each gene, we calculated 704 fitness values on a regular grid across the mean-noise space using a Gaussian smoothing 705 approach. The grid dimensions were chosen such that the rectangular grid covers all 706 promoter strains in the mean noise space and grid points were spaced by 0.05 log 2 -mean 707 expression units and 0.025 log 2 -noise (CV 2 ) units. For subsequent analyses of expression 708 fitness landscape features, we investigated grids that extend ±1.5 log 2 -mean expression 709 units from the wild-type promoter expression and range between -3 and -1 log 2 -noise units 710 (see below) and thus have 61x81=4941 grid points. For visualization purposes ( Figure  711 2F) we also computed more extensive grids. For each gird point xy, a fitness value was 712 calculated as the weighted average over the fitness of all gene-specific strains. How the 713 strain in which promoter i drives the gene j contributes to fitness at grid point xy was 714 calculated by integrating over the joint probability density function of a Gaussian 715 smoothing kernel centred on the grid point and a Gaussian likelihood function centred on 716 the promoter position in mean-noise space. The Gaussian smoothing kernel is a bi-variate 717 normal density (Matlab function mvnpdf) with means = and = , the grid point 718 position in mean-noise space, and covariance matrix = 0.602 . 0 0 0.361 . , the optimal 719 shape of the kernel that minimizes the RMSE between fitness surfaces and measured 720 fitness of promoter-gene strains, as estimated from ten-fold cross validation. The 721
Gaussian likelihood function of the true position of the promoter i in mean-noise space is 722 a bi-variate normal density with means = ( and = ( , the estimates of mean 723 expression and noise of the promoter, and covariance matrix = Note that some landscapes have non-optimal fitness at wild-type expression, especially 739 steeper landscapes with asymmetric shapes (Figure 3 ), such as RPN8 ( Figure 2F ). These 740 effects might result from two plausible causes that are both due to blurring of fitness 741 landscapes: first, the noise levels assayed by the synthetic promoters might be higher 742 than the noise levels of the endogenous promoters, i.e. at even lower noise levels the 743 actual expression-fitness relationships are sharper and fitness at wild-type expression is 744 optimal, or second, the resolution limit of our smoothing procedure, which in turn is 745 dictated by the experimental errors in the data. We conclude that the observed effect 746
should not impact the generality of our results. of each gene was calculated as the maximal negative slope (first derivative) of the noise-767 fitness function at wild-type mean expression. Expression sensitivity and noise intolerance 768 were also computed for 1.000 randomizations of each gene's fitness landscape, where in 769 each randomization the fitness values between all promoter-gene strains were 770 permutated. This resulted in p-values for each gene's expression-sensitivity and noise 771 intolerance, which were used to calculate false discovery rates. Additionally, the Pearson 772 correlation between expression sensitivity and noise intolerance of all genes was 773 calculated for each randomization run, allowing the calculation of a p-value for the 774 Pearson correlation between both metrics in the real data. 775
Expression-sensitivity and noise intolerance were also derived from 'raw' gene-promoter 776 strain data. Here, for each gene the Pearson partial correlation coefficients between noise 777 or mean expression levels and fitness of gene-promoter strains were calculated while 778 controlling for the other expression phenotype. As for the rest of our analysis we only 779 considered promoters within the expression range of 2 to 6 log 2 -mean expression units 780 (Figure 2 -figure supplement 1C ). Not unexpectedly, correlation between expression-781 sensitivity and noise intolerance are somewhat smaller, which might stem from the fact 782 that partial correlations can only identify linear dependencies, but e.g. not the peaked 783
expression-fitness relationships of many landscapes. 784
Moreover, we used two additional 'expression-sensitivity' measures from published data. 785 First, the 'expression curvature' metric used by Keren et al. (2016) was calculated as 786 described therein as the minimal mean expression distance at which a 5% fitness drop 787 compared to fitness at wild-type expression is observed (on impulse fitted fitness data as 788 reported in Supplementary Table S3 of (Keren et al., 2016) ). Second, we derived a 789 'dosage sensitivity' metric, where genes were considered dosage sensitive if they have 790 been reported to be essential ( sensitivities on points across these equi-fitness lines are shown in Figure 6 . 812 813 Evolution on fitness landscapes 814 Evolutionary simulations on fitness landscapes in a promoter mutation scenario were 815 implemented as stochastic walks using a Gillespie algorithm (Gillespie, 1977) . Here, the 816 probability of a mutation to be selected for is proportional to its fitness gain relative to the 817 summed fitness gains from all mutations with non-negative fitness gains. The time until 818 the next mutation is selected for exponentially distributed with mean proportional to the 819 inverse sum of non-negative fitness gains. Each step results in the jump to an adjacent 820 grid point. For burst size mutations, this jump is to an adjacent grid point with altered mean 821 expression (plus or minus 0.05 log 2 -mean expression units, if an increase or a decreased 822 burst size is selected for, respectively) but equal noise. For burst frequency mutations to 823 grid points with both altered mean expression (plus or minus 0.05 log 2 -mean expression 824 units, if an increase or a decreased burst frequency is selected for, respectively) and 825 altered noise (minus or plus 0.025 log 2 -mean expression units, respectively; grid is spaced 826 twice as narrow in noise direction, thus the change in noise for a burst frequency mutation 827 is the negative square root change in mean expression). 828
To simulate differential likelihoods of mutations (related to Figure 7E ), we modified the 829
Gillespie algorithm by altering the calculation of probabilities for mutational selection and 830 time intervals. E.g. for the scenario where burst size mutations are ten times less likely, 831 their fitness gains were divided by a factor of ten in the calculation of probabilities, i.e. they 832 were ten times less likely to be selected for. 833 834 835
